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The Viking Infrared Thermal Mapper 15-µm channel brightness
temperature observations (IRTM T15) provide extensive spatial and
temporal coverage of martian atmospheric temperatures on diur-
nal to seasonal time scales. The 15-µm channel was designed so
that these temperatures would be representative of a deep layer of
atmosphere centered at 0.5 mb (∼25 km). Our re-examination of
the IRTM data indicates that the 15-µm channel was additionally
sensitive to surface radiance so that air temperature determinations
(nominal T15) are significantly biased when the thermal contrast be-
tween the surface and atmosphere is large. This bias is suggested by
the strong correlation between the diurnal variation of tropical T15

and surface temperatures for non-dust-storm conditions. We show
that numerical modeling of the thermal tides provides a basis for
distinguishing between the surface and atmospheric contributions
to IRTM T15 and thus allows the atmospheric component to be es-
timated. The resulting bias amounts to a ∼15-K offset for midday
atmospheric temperatures at subsolar latitudes during relatively
clear periods and is negligible at night. The proposed temperature
correction results in close agreement between the stimulated and
observed patterns of diurnal variation for conditions ranging from
clear to dusty.

A major consequence of this work is the improved definition of the
diurnal, latitudinal, and seasonal variation of martian atmosphere
temperatures during the Viking mission. An accounting for the sur-
face temperature bias resolves much of the discrepancy between
IRTM and corresponding microwave observations, indicating that
there is relatively little interannual variability in global tempera-
tures during the aphelion season (Ls∼ 40◦–100◦). We find further
support for this argument in a comparison with T15 temperatures
synthesized from Mariner 9 Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer
spectra. The significantly reduced diurnal temperature variations
in this season are consistent with the relatively clear atmosphere
that is implied by the cooler temperatures. Cooler temperatures and
reduced diurnal variation will likely be of significance for the mod-
eling of water ice cloud dynamics in this season. c© 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: Mars, atmosphere, climate; atmospheres, dynamics;
tides, atmospheric.
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Viking Infrared Thermal Mapper (IRTM) data provide th
foundation for much of our knowledge of the current martia
climate. Their utility has ranged from the determination of su
face thermophysical properties and polar ice cap composit
to the monitoring of dust storm activity and the retrieval of a
temperatures and infrared opacity. The IRTM data, which we
collected over a period in excess of two Mars years, contai
wealth of information on the spatial and temporal variation
surface and atmospheric temperatures on diurnal to seas
time scales. The 15-µm channel is of particular interest fo
atmospheric studies as it was designed to retrieve brightn
temperatures (T15) in a deep layer of atmosphere centered
roughly 0.5 mb, corresponding to an elevation of 25 km for ty
ical Mars temperatures. TheT15 data have shown a significan
seasonal modulation of global mean temperature (Leovy 19
Clancyet al.1996) that is evidently the result of a large season
variation in atmospheric dust loading (Zureket al. 1992). The
influence of aerosol heating is particularly evident in the rap
increases in globalT15 temperatures following the onset of eac
of the two 1977 global dust storms.

The presence of aerosol heating is also revealed by the la
diurnal variation in atmospheric temperatures. For example, d
obtained by the Mariner 9 Infrared Interferometer Spectrome
(IRIS) instrument during the 1971 global dust storm indica
a strong diurnal temperature variation (∼30 K peak-to-peak) in
the summer hemisphere, extending to at least 40 km (Hanelet al.
1972b). Comparable diurnal temperature variations (at∼25 km)
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are evident in the IRTMT15 data following the onset of the 1977
and 1977b dust storms (Martin and Kieffer 1979). Even dur
relatively clear periods, the IRTMT15data indicate a diurnal vari
ation of∼15 K at subsolar latitudes (Martin and Kieffer 197
Martin 1981, Banfieldet al.1996). It is clear that an accountin
for diurnal variation is essential for the meaningful comparis
of retrieved temperatures from instruments observing the at
sphere at differing local solar times. Thermal tides represen
global-scale thermal and dynamical response of the atmosp
to the diurnal cycle of solar heating. The presence of signific
diurnal variability inT15 is a strong indication that the therm
tides may be an important component of the martian atmosph
circulation. Moreover, it is evident that an understanding of
thermal tides is essential for the meaningful comparison of
trieved temperatures from instruments observing the atmosp
at differing local solar times.

The comparison of observed and simulated thermal tides
vides a useful assessment of both the formulation of thermo
forcing in a Mars General Circulation Model (MGCM) and th
response to this forcing. The IRTM observations provide s
ficiently broad coverage in local time and latitude to perm
identification of the thermal tides over much of a martian a
nual cycle. The value of the IRTM data for the study of tid
is further enhanced by the availability of simultaneous reco
of surface pressure, visible opacity, and near-surface air
perature at the two Viking Lander sites. The ability to repres
the behavior of surface and atmospheric temperatures as a
tion of local time will remain a unique strength of the Vikin
mission data, as observations from the Mars Global Surve
instruments will, in general, cover a limited range of solar lo
time.

The present paper is the first of two describing a compari
of IRTM T15 temperature and Viking Lander surface press
data with simulations of diurnal and seasonal variability carr
out with an MGCM developed at the Geophysical Fluid Dyna
ics Laboratory (Wilson and Hamilton 1996). In the course of t
investigation, we found that MGCM simulations of the diurn
variation ofT15 at subsolar latitudes differ significantly from th
IRTM T15 observations for all but very dusty conditions. Spec
ically, the observed tropical temperatures are observed to
at midday while the model simulations indicate a much wea
diurnal variation that peaks at early morning hours. We have
amined temperatures provided by other Mars atmospheric m
eling groups (Laboratoire de Meteorologie Dynamique, Oxf
University, and NASA/Ames) and found this discrepancy is
ident in these simulations as well. This fundamental disag
ment between observations and model simulations may sug
that there are significant deficiencies in the representation o
Mars atmosphere by MGCMs. Alternatively, the 15-µm channel
radiance observations, which are a convolution of atmosph
and surface radiances with the instrument vertical weigh
function, may not be properly representative of medieval

mospheric temperatures. The central focus of the current pa
is the resolution of this issue. We propose that the differenc
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in IRTM and simulatedT15 temperatures are most plausibly a
counted for by the existence of a “light leak” in the 15-µm chan-
nel so that the observed radiances were contaminated by su
radiation.

The possibility that the IRTMT15 data are not representativ
of 0.5-mb-level temperatures is supported by a compariso
the IRTM data with ground-based microwave profiles of dis
averaged temperatures. The presence of a general 15–20 K
between the two sets of observations for all non-dust-storm
sons had been ascribed to interannual variation (Clancyet al.
1990, 1996). Richardson (1998) showed that the bias is
present in a comparison of simultaneous (May 1980) obse
tions, suggesting that there is an error in either the IRTM or
microwave data (or both). The recent comparison of simulta
ous time series of microwave and Mars Global Surveyor Ther
Emission Spectrometer (MGS TES) 0.3-mb temperature ob
vations (Clancyet al. 1999) over the periodLs= 180◦–028◦

(October 1997–September 1998) shows an impressive ag
ment between these two data sets, which strengthens confid
in the microwave measurement technique.

The organization of this paper is as follows. We present
IRTM data in Section 2 and show thatT15correlates very strongly
with diurnal and longitudinal variations in surface temperatu
In Section 3 we use the MGCM and a Linear Tide Model to
plore the atmospheric response to a wide range of forcing c
ditions. We find that the diurnal variation of nominal IRTMT15

temperature is inconsistent with theoretical and modeled tem
ature behavior, as there are substantial differences in magn
and phasing between the IRTM and modelT15 temperatures
This provides the basis for distinguishing between surface
atmospheric contributions in the IRTM data. In Section 4
demonstrate that the observed diurnalT15 temperature variation
can be accounted for by an additional surface radiance co
bution resulting from a leak in the nominal instrument sp
tral response function. We propose a simple correction sch
for removing the hypothesized surface radiance and show
it leads to a much improved correspondence between IR
and simulatedT15 diurnal variability. Comparisons between th
IRTM observations andT15 temperatures synthesized from th
Mariner 9 IRIS spectra are discussed in Section 5. Despite
ited local time coverage, the IRIS data suggest distinct deviat
from the IRTM data, and agree much better with the pred
tions of the tidal model discussed in Section 3. The correc
also leads to new estimates for the seasonal variation of d
nal average temperatures, which are presented in Section 6
also discuss the relationship of the IRTM data set with ot
temperature observations. Our conclusions are summarize
Section 7.

2. IRTM 15- AND 20-µm CHANNEL TEMPERATURE DATA

The IRTM instruments flew aboard the two Viking Orbite

per
es
(hereafter referred to as VO1 and VO2), which provided an ex-
tensive, but variable, sampling of latitudes, longitudes, and local
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MARS ATMOSPHERIC TEM

FIG. 1. (top) The nominal IRTM 15-µm channel spectral response func
tion (Chaseet al. 1978, Chase, personal communication, 1997). (bottom) T
corresponding weighting functions for emission angles of 0◦ (solid line) and
60◦ (dashed line).

times over two Mars years. In this section, we summarize the
havior of atmospheric (T15) and surface temperature as a functi
of season, latitude, longitude, and local solar time and pre
comparisons with MGCM simulations. We find that the diurn
variation of observed and simulatedT15 at equatorial latitudes
differs significantly for all but dust-storm conditions. In parti
ular, the IRTM data indicate diurnal and longitudinal variatio
in T15 that are strongly correlated with the corresponding va
ations in surface temperature, which is in marked contrast w
MGCM results.

Each IRTM instrument included a thermopile detector and
propriate filters defining five infrared channels centered at 7
11, 15, and 20µm, which yielded correspondingT7, T9, T11, T15,
andT20 brightness temperatures (Chaseet al.1978). The 15-µm
channel filter was centered on the 15-µm CO2 absorption fea-
ture, and the associated weighting function (Fig. 1) indica
that this channel should be particularly sensitive to radia
emitted from a relatively deep layer of atmosphere cente
at the 0.5- to 0.6-mb level. The 7-, 9-, 11-, and 20-µm chan-
nels were primarily surface sensing although they displa
differing sensitivities to overlying dust and water ice aeros

(Kieffer and Martin 1979). We useT20 as a representation of
the surface temperature since these observations share the
ERATURES: VIKING IRTM 557
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surface footprint asT15, alleviating concerns about mapping sp
tial temperature variations into apparent differences between
two channels.

The IRTM observations used in this study have been extra
from the Planetary Data System Viking IRTM CD-ROM. Th
data have been constrained by the quality flag (values betw
0 and 4096 are considered good) and by emission angle
used angles between 0◦ and 60◦, corresponding to accumulate
air masses of 1 to 2). We have chosen not to compensat
the weak dependence of theT15 weighting function on emission
angle (Kiefferet al. 1976a) as this would require assumptio
about the temperature lapse rate. We have been careful to
ify that our conclusions are not dependent on emission a
effects. For general purposes, we have removed observatio
the vicinity of volcanoes where the topography is sufficien
high (elevations greater than roughly 12 km corresponding
∼2 mb) that surface emission contributes significantly to
observed 15-µm band radiance.

The evolution ofT15 over the course of the Viking missio
is shown in Fig. 2. The areocentric longitude (Ls) is the Mars
seasonal index, running from 0◦ to 360◦ with 0◦ corresponding
to vernal equinox, 90◦ to Northern Hemisphere (NH) summe
solstice, etc. The available data have been zonally averag
approximate diurnal average temperatures, although there
biases due to incomplete coverage in longitude and, most
nificantly, in local time. A limited period of data in the third NH
summer is not shown since the diurnal coverage is too sp
for reliably estimating diurnal mean temperatures. The figure
veals a pronounced seasonal modulation in global-mean tem
ature which corresponds to seasonal variations in atmosph
opacity (Martin 1986, Colburnet al.1989) and solar insolation
The coldest tropical temperatures were observed during theLs=
30◦–120◦ period which is centered about aphelion atLs= 70◦.
The 1977a and 1977b global dust storms (atLs= 205◦ and

FIG. 2. The evolution of IRTMT15 over the course of the Viking mission
same
The temperatures represent diurnal averages to the extent possible. Solid contour
lines are at intervals of 10 K.
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Ls= 274◦, respectively in the first year) are evident as abr
temperature increases in the summer (southern) hemisp
There is also a strong winter polar warming associated w
the 1977b global dust storm.

Diurnal Variation

Atmospheric and surface temperatures have previously b
shown to vary primarily as a function of latitude and time-o
day (Martin 1981), reflecting the expected dominant influe
of seasonal and diurnal variations in solar radiation. For ex
ple, Fig. 3 shows the scatter ofT15 and surface (T20) equatorial
(10◦S to 10◦N) temperatures for late northern hemisphere w
ter (Ls= 350◦–360◦). The diurnal variation is clearly dominan
although there is considerable scatter in the observations.
significant to note that much of the scatter is actually associ
with longitudinal structure.

FIG. 3. Equatorial (a) IRTMT15 and (b)T20 temperatures. All observation
within latitudes 10◦S to 10◦N and Ls= 350◦–360◦ are shown. Black (gray)

points indicate IRTM data from longitudes with low (high) surface therm
inertia.
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The latitude and diurnal variation ofT15 andT20 for late north-
ern hemisphere winter (Ls= 350◦–360◦) and NH spring (Ls=
30◦–40◦) is shown in Fig. 4. The data have been binned
latitude and local solar time so as to average out the pres
of stationary waves and longitudinally modulated (non-s
synchronous) tidal modes. A varying mix of longitudes is sa
pled for any given latitude and local time bin so that the av
aging is only approximate. The striking feature in each chan
is the prominent midday temperature maximum at the sub-s
latitude which migrates northward across the equator betw
these two periods. These panels are similar to those in Pla
of Martin (1981), which summarizeT15 andT20 temperatures
for a full Mars year. The pattern of variability ofT15 seen in
Fig. 4 is also evident in Figs. 3 and 4 of Banfieldet al. (1996)
for Ls= 340◦–010◦, in Fig. 1a of Martin and Kieffer (1979)
for Ls= 120◦–125◦, and in Plate 1 in Richardson (1998). Th
correlation betweenT15 andT20 in the tropics is further empha
sized in Fig. 5, which shows equatorial (10◦S to 10◦N) temper-
atures for five periods representing non-dust-storm condit
(Ls= 350◦–360◦, 40◦–50◦, 120◦–130◦, 180◦–190◦, and 260◦–
270◦). TheT15 andT20 temperatures are each characterized b
consistent, well-defined diurnal variation, and a strong corr
tion betweenT15 andT20 during daytime hours is clearly eviden
for each of the periods considered.

By contrast, MGCM simulations with low and moderate du
loading typically indicate a relatively small-amplitude tropic
T15 variation with an early morning maximum, as indicated
the solid line in Fig. 5. The well-defined minimum in tropic
IRTM T15 at 2000–2200 LT and the indication of a seconda
temperature maximum at 00–0400 LT suggest a general ag
ment with the MGCM results away from midday and the pos
bility that the observed midday maximum represents a sur
temperature contribution that is not present in the syntheticT15

calculation.
The diurnal variations ofT15 for a period following the 1977a

global dust storm and for a period at the height of the 19
global dust storm are shown in Fig. 6. The atmosphere is c
siderably warmed by the presence of aerosol, and there is a
diurnal temperature variation in the summer hemisphere, w
maximum temperatures occurring in late afternoon. Synthes
T15 temperatures from two dust storm simulations carried
with the MGCM are also shown. Some aspects of the 19
storm simulation, including the realistic simulation of a po
warming that was strikingly evident at this time (Jakosky a
Martin 1979), have been discussed by Wilson (1977). Fur
details will appear in Part II of this study. The simulated te
perature patterns appear to capture the character of the obs
diurnal variation for the two cases shown. In particular, the a
plitude of both the observed and the simulated diurnal tide
high southern latitudes is much larger following the 1977a d
storm than during the stronger 1977b global dust storm. It is n
worthy that the MGCM simulations clearly indicate a domina
alsemidiurnal variation in the tropicalT15 temperatures. The good
agreement between the observed and simulatedT15 temperature
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FIG. 4. IRTM T15 (top) andT20 (bottom) temperatures plotted as a function of latitude and local time for the periodsLs= 350◦–360◦ (left) andLs= 30◦–40◦

(right). T15 andT20 temperatures are contoured in 5 and 10 K intervals, respectively. The data have been binned at a resolution of 5◦ of latitude and 1 h of local
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time where an hour is 1/24 of a Mars solar day.

patterns demonstrates the utility of the MGCM for interpol
ing/extrapolating the IRTM data in latitude and time of day.

Expected Surface Sensitivity

The strong correlation betweenT15 andT20 motivates a con-
sideration of the expected sensitivity of the nominal 15-µm
channel to surface and boundary-layer radiance. Figure 7 sh
the influence of surface temperature on retrievedT15 as a func-
tion of surface pressure. For simplicity, an isothermal (170
atmosphere is assumed although the variable height of the
posed surface temperature may be taken to represent the
bined influence of a surface and boundary layer. The cha
in T15 is less than 0.5 K as the imposed surface tempera
at 6 mb varies from 180 to 280 K. TheT15 variation remains
less than 5 K when the imposed temperature variation exte
to 3.5 mb (roughly 5 km above the nominal surface). We fi
that more realistic boundary layer temperature profiles yieldT15

variations of less than 1.5 K. The sensitivity ofT15 to variations

in surface temperature is decreased for warmer or more real
stratified temperature profiles when the surface radiance c
t-

ows

K)
im-
om-
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tribution represents a smaller fraction of the total radiance
to the nonlinearity of the Planck function. Similarly,T15 is even
less sensitive to variations in atmospheric temperature at he
well above 0.5 mb due to the lack of infrared emissivity and
relatively low atmospheric temperatures in this region.

Spatial Temperature Correlations

The martian surface thermal inertia, albedo, and topogra
all have considerable longitudinal variability, and it is natura
look for these influences on the observed surface andT15 tem-
peratures. In fact, longitudinal variations in pre-dawn surfa
temperatures (T20) are the basis for deriving the spatial patte
of the thermal inertia field (Palluconi and Kieffer 1981). F
example, the large range in early-morningT20 temperatures in
Fig. 3 is a reflection of variable surface thermal inertia. T
thermal inertia field at tropical to northern midlatitudes (10◦S
to 50◦N) has a prominent zonal wavenumber 2 pattern tha
largely independent of latitude. The surface thermal inertia
istic
on-
albedo fields tend to be inversely correlated (Christensen and
Moore 1992), and thus their effects partially compensate each
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FIG. 5. Equatorial (10◦S to 10◦N) IRTM T15 temperatures plotted as
function of local time for five relatively clear periods. Seasonal variation
the diurnal-mean tropical temperature have been removed by subtracting
sonally varying offset temperature:Ls= 40◦–50◦ (0 K offset), 120◦–130◦ (4 K
offset), 180◦–190◦ (20 K offset), 260◦–270◦ (20 K offset), and 350◦–360◦ (12 K
offset). The solid line indicates a representative syntheticT15 variation (12 K off-
set) calculated from an MGCM simulation forLs= 355◦. (b) Diurnal variation
of equatorial IRTMT20 temperature.

other in determining the maximum (midday) surface tempe
ture. The effect of variable surface thermal inertia is domin
however, so that, for a given latitude, middayT20 temperatures
are strongly (inversely) correlated with surface thermal in
tia. This results in a zonal variation in middayT20 that is rela-
tively uniform in this latitude range during late NH spring a
summer.

Figure 8 shows the modulation of midday (1200–1400 LT)T15

andT20 temperatures within the 20◦–30◦N latitude band during
NH spring (Ls= 60◦–90◦). The zonal wave 2 pattern and th
close correlation betweenT15 and T20 hold for other latitude
bands from 10◦S to 50◦N. There is relatively little zonal varia
tion in topography in the low-lying (0–2 km elevation) latitud
bands of 30◦–40◦N and 40◦–50◦N compared with lower lati-
tudes (10◦S to 20◦N) where the elevated terrain of the Thar
shield is prominent. We interpret the comparable correlation
tweenT15 andT20 within different latitude bands as suggesti

that longitudinal variations inT15 reflect variations in surface
temperature (which is modulated by the surface thermal iner
ICHARDSON
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independent of the pressure level (topographic elevation) fr
which the surface radiates.

Figure 9 shows the latitudinal variation ofT15 and T20 for
three VO2 orbits which passed over or near Arsia Mons
consecutive sols during NH spring (Ls= 52.5◦–53.5◦). The local
times range from 1118 to 1148 LT and, at each latitude, are wit
0.1 H of each other. The correlated increase ofT15 andT20 with
latitude (10 and 40 K, respectively) is roughly consistent w
the correlated diurnal variation ofT15 andT20 in Figs. 5 and 8.
Significantly, there is little dependence ofT15 on topography for
elevations below 13 km. This is particularly evident in the lack
temperature variation for the orbit that passed over the wes
flank of Olympus Mons (∼13 km). The sharp increase inT15 in
the vicinity of Arsia Mons reflects the increasing contributio
of surface radiance within the lower portion of the weightin
function. TheT15 temperatures sharply increase at elevatio
above 15 km, reaching values of over 195 K at the summit
Arsia Mons at roughly 20 km elevation.

Scans from other volcano passages show a similarT15 depen-
dence on surface elevation. Figure 10 showsT15 as a function
of elevation for a series of VO1 scans that passed over or n
Arsia Mons, Pavonis Mons, and Olympus Mons atLs∼ 139◦.
These observations all fall within the 1100–1330 LT interv
and the surface temperatures generally lie within the range 2
285 K. It can be seen that there is little dependence ofT15 on
elevation for elevations below 13 km (∼1.8 mb). TheT15 tem-
peratures sharply increase for elevations above 15 km, reac
values of∼205 K at the summit of Arsia Mons (∼20 km) and
225 K near the summit of Olympus Mons. This rapid increa
in the influence of surface temperature with topographic hei
is essentially consistent with Fig. 7.

The volcano scan data suggests that there is relatively
tle differentialtransmission of radiation emitted from pressur
greater than 2 mb and that the radiance contribution toT15

sharply increases between 2 and 1 mb as suggested by the
inal weighting function (Fig. 1). We emphasize, however, th
these data do not rule out the possibility of a surface radia
contribution that is effectively independent of the emission pr
sure level. We have shown that the nominal spectral respo
function leads to aT15 that is quite insensitive to surface an
boundary-layer radiance (see Fig. 7). In Section 4 we sugg
how theactual spectral response function could allow surfa
radiance to make a significant contribution to the observed
diance, independent of surface pressure.

3. ATMOSPHERIC THERMAL TIDES

We now consider the simulation of atmospheric and surfa
temperatures and examine how these relate to the diurnal v
tion of T15 temperature. The models used in previous studies
diurnal variability in the martian atmosphere have ranged fr
one-dimensional thermal balance models (e.g., Gierasch
tia)
Goody 1968, Pollacket al.1979, Colburnet al.1989) to models
that represent the fundamentally three-dimensional structure of
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FIG. 6. IRTM T15 temperatures plotted as a function of latitude and local time for two dust storm periods: (top left)Ls= 220◦–225◦ following the 1977a

global dust storm and (top right)Ls= 285◦–290◦ during the 1977b global dust storm. The bottom panels show corresponding temperatures from two MGCM dust

K
. TheT (black) temperatures within the 20◦–30◦N latitude band during late NH
storm simulations.

FIG. 7. SyntheticT15 temperature calculated for an isothermal 170
atmosphere overlying a surface with variable temperature and elevation

height axis indicates elevation above the nominal 6-mb surface.
FIG. 8. Longitudinal variation of midday (1200–1400 LT)T20 (gray) and
15

spring (Ls= 60◦–90◦).
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FIG. 9. (top) A sequence of three consecutive VO2 scans which pa
over or near Aria Mons atLs= 53.4◦. The observations shown were collected
1130 LT. The topographic contours are from the USGS 1◦ × 1◦ Digital Terrain
Model data set and are plotted at 1-km intervals. The latitudinal variatio
T15 andT20 is shown in the middle and bottom panels, respectively. Black d
indicate temperatures corresponding to the orbit that passed directly over
Mons.

the thermal tides (Zureket al. 1976, Leovy and Zurek 1979
Wilson and Hamilton 1996). Thermal tides are the global-sc
oscillations of temperature, wind, and surface pressure that
in response to the diurnal cycle of solar heating. A brief revi
of aspects of tide theory is given in the Appendix. The dyna

cal response of the atmosphere to applied heating is particul
important in the tropics, where the diurnal tide has the charac
ICHARDSON
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of a vertically propagating gravity wave. The purpose of th
section is to illustrate the behavior of the thermal tides and
demonstrate that the observed diurnal variation in equatoriaT15

(Fig. 5) is robustly inconsistent with expectations derived fro
modeling the thermal tide. This result will be used to provi
the basis for estimating the surface radiance bias in the IR
T15 observations.

One-dimensional models provide a reasonable simulatio
the surface and near-surface (1.0–1.6 m) temperatures a
Viking and Pathfinder Lander sites (Savijarvi 1995, 1999). S
face temperatures peak around 1230–1330 LT (Fig. 5) du
the relatively low surface thermal inertia. Near-surface Viki
Lander (1.6 m) air temperatures are observed to peak at 14
1500 LT (Hesset al. 1976), and observations at the Pathfind
Lander site indicate a temperature maximum (1.0 m) at 1415
(Schofieldet al. 1997). Modeling results (e.g., Gierasch a
Goody 1968, Pollacket al. 1979) indicate that the local time
of the atmospheric temperature maximum rapidly tends tow
1800 LT away from the surface. The absence of a phase lag
tween the observedT15 andT20 tropical temperatures (Fig. 5
clearly indicates that the observed behavior is not readily
terpreted by 1-D modeling. The presence of a semidiurnalT15

variation in the tropics during dusty periods (Fig. 6) emphasi
the limitations of 1-D modeling as this effect is fundamenta
a consequence of the dynamical response of the atmosphe

In the following, we will examine the atmospheric temper
ture response to a range of thermal forcing scenarios. The m
physics incorporated in MGCMs account for the absorption a
emission of short- and long-wave radiation by gaseous C2

and aerosols, heat conduction into the soil, sensible heat
change between the surface and the atmosphere, and turbul

FIG. 10. Plot of T15 as a function of topographic elevation for a series
VO1 orbits in the Tharsis region (10◦S to 30◦N, 100◦W to 150◦W) for Ls= 139◦.
The local times range from 1100 to 1300 LT, and the surface temperature
generally in the range 280–285 K. The lower branch of temperatures for A
Mons between 10 and 15 km correspond to distinctly lower surface tempera
arly
ter
than for the upper branch. The topographic heights have been interpolated from
the USGS 1◦ × 1◦ Digital Terrain Model data set.
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convective heat exchange within the atmosphere due to eddy
convective mixing processes. We have formulated a Linear T
Model (LTM) to complement the more detailed MGCM by pr
viding greater scope for generalizing the specification of th
mal forcing and for investigating the influence of the zonal me
temperature and zonal wind fields on the atmospheric respo

Zurek and Leovy (1981) have shown that tide models can
used to relate the amplitude of the semidiurnal surface pres
signal at the Viking Lander 1 site to the atmospheric heating
sulting from the absorption of solar radiation by aerosol. Th
the observed semidiurnal tide can serve as an additional, i
pendent constraint on the thermotidal forcing, and tide mode
provides a means of relating this forcing to both atmosph
temperature and surface pressure variations.

The Linear Tidal Model

The LTM represents the primitive equations of motion on
sphere, linearized about a zonally symmetric basic state.
model is formulated with a terrain-following sigma coordina
in the vertical which allows for the incorporation of meridio
ally varying topography. The solution is represented by a sp
tral expansion in the zonal direction, and finite differences
employed for calculating meridional and vertical derivative
The basic-state zonal-mean temperature and zonal wind fi
may be specified as functions of height and latitude. The L
is time-marched until a steady-state tidal response is achie
By allowing for the incorporation of topography and basic-st
zonal-mean temperature and winds, the LTM relaxes som
the assumptions of classical tidal theory (e.g., Chapman
Lindzen 1970). The model results presented here are calcu
on a uniform latitude grid with 5◦ resolution and 40 sigma level
extending to roughly 88 km. This is the same model resolut
used in the MGCM (Wilson and Hamilton 1996). Addition
calculations indicate that the following results are insensitive
increases in either the horizontal or the vertical resolution.

The thermal forcing for the LTM is specified as a combin
tion of boundary-layer heating and dust-induced solar heat
The thermotidal forcing is decomposed into harmonics of
solar day which are then used to force the corresponding
synchronous zonal wavenumbers of the linear model. In the
lowing, we focus on the diurnal and semidiurnal tides, as MGC
simulations indicate that the tidal response is well character
by the diurnal and semidiurnal harmonics. We will hereafter f
low the convention of describing diurnal and semidiurnal va
ations of a field,X (whereX may be surface pressure,P, air
temperature,T , etc.), asS1(X) andS2(X), respectively.

The boundary-layer component of the thermotidal forc
is intended to account for radiative, convective, and sens
heat transfer from the surface and within the boundary la
Gierasch and Goody (1968) presented 1-D model simulat
that showed that diurnal temperature variations are largely c
fined to a relatively shallow (<5 km) layer of atmosphere fo

clear-sky conditions. They also showed that while different fo
mulations of the boundary layer heat flux had a significant
PERATURES: VIKING IRTM 563
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fect on the diurnal-mean temperature profile, these formulat
had little influence on the diurnal temperature variation ab
a couple of kilometers. These variations would be expecte
have negligible influence (∼1.5 K) on the diurnal variation of
T15 (∼1.5 K) as has been confirmed in our calculations. A fai
realistic representation of boundary-layer heating in the LT
for relatively clear sky conditions may be obtained from a
of parallel 1-D model calculations corresponding to each of
model latitudes. Alternatively, this heating has also been
alized as an exponentially decaying function in the vertica
in other tide studies (Hesset al.1977, Leovy and Zurek 1979)
This idealized formulation allows for the specification of a pha
shift with height to stimulate convective heat transfer from
surface.

The heating due to the scattering and absorption of sola
diation by dust is calculated using the subroutines employe
the MGCM (Wilson and Hamilton 1996). The degree of abso
tion for a given extinction optical depth of dust is depend
on the assumed optical properties, most significantly the sin
scattering albedo,ω. At present there is some uncertainty in th
quantity, with estimates ranging from 0.86 (Pollacket al.1979)
to 0.92 (Clancy and Lee 1991). This can lead to considera
variation in atmospheric heating (which varies as 1−ω) for a
fixed extinction optical depth. The calculations presented h
employω= 0.875. The aerosol distribution may be arbitrar
specified in latitude and height, but it is typically assumed
be uniformly mixed to some specified height. Aerosol heat
is a simple function of the solar zenith angle; hence it will
expected to maximize at noon. Aerosol heating has a stabili
influence on the atmosphere so that the depth of heating by
vection is expected to decrease with increasing aerosol opa
The absorption of solar insolation by gaseous CO2 has also been
included and has been found to have little influence on the t
fields of the lower atmosphere (<35 km). Pollacket al. (1979)
have shown that the diurnal variation of atmospheric temp
ature is relatively insensitive to the effective emissivity of t
aerosol. Consequently, it is sufficient to employ a Newton
damping of temperature perturbations to simulate the radia
relaxation back to the zonal mean basic state temperature
have used damping times ranging from 0.5 to 4.0 days, wi
typical value of 1 day.

Linear Tidal Model Experiments

The character of the thermal tide may be illustrated by c
sidering the results from two simulations using the MGCM a
the Linear Tidal Model. The MGCM simulation is intended
be representative of the late northern hemisphere winter (Ls =
355◦) season and employs a dust distribution that is nonu
formly mixed in latitude, with a tropical column optical dep
of ∼0.8. The zonal-mean temperature and zonal wind fie
are characterized by relatively cool polar latitudes and as
ciated midlatitude westerlies (Santee and Crisp 1993, Hab

r-

ef-
et al. 1993). The LTM calculation employs a uniformly mixed
aerosol distribution (to 35 km) with a column optical depth of
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564 WILSON AND

FIG. 11. Height and latitude variation of the amplitude and phase of
sun-synchronous, diurnal period atmospheric temperature response as sim
by the MGCM and the Linear Tidal Model. Tidal amplitudes are contoure
increments of 2 K. The phase of the temperature maximum is indicated b
shading, which ranges over 24 h.

τ = 0.8, realistic boundary layer heating, and solar insolation
propriate for equinox. The basic state is prescribed as a re
atmosphere, with flat topography and a meridionally unifo
vertically varying zonal-mean temperature field.

Figure 11 shows latitude–height cross sections of the p
and amplitude ofS1(T) for the MGCM and LTM simulations
There is a close correspondence between the two simulat
indicating that the LTM approximates the more compreh
sive MGCM reasonably well. The difference between the

boundary-layer responses is largely due to the presence of
gitudinal topographic variations in the MGCM simulation. Th
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latitudinal asymmetry in the MGCM tide response is due to
presence of relatively stronger westerlies in the northern he
sphere.

The temperature response is particularly strong near the
face, in agreement with 1-D model calculations (Gierasch
Goody 1968, Pollacket al.1979). In midlatitudes, the phase o
S1(T) shows very little variation with height, and the amplitud
is largely a direct response to aerosol heating. The diurnal va
tion at 45◦ latitude in the LTM simulation (∼12 K peak-to-peak)
at 20 km is consistent with 1-D model predictions (Pollacket al.
1979, Fig. 9) and yields an equivalentT15 variation of∼10 K.
Most significantly, the time of temperature maximum in the
simulations is 1800 LT, which is distinctly later than for the tro
ical temperatures shown in Figs. 4 and 5. By contrast, the ph
of the tropical temperature response varies strongly with hei
indicating a vertically propagating tide component with a v
tical wavelength of∼30 km. At roughly 25 km in height, the
local time of diurnal tide temperature maximum has advance
early morning. The tropicalT15 variation for the MGCM simula-
tion, which is dominated by contributions fromS1(T), is shown
in Fig. 5. As expected from classical tidal theory, the sem
iurnal tide (not shown) shows relatively little phase variati
with height within the tropics, and the amplitude ofS2(T) is
significantly weaker than that ofS1(T).

Effects of Aerosol

Figures 12 to 15 summarize results from a series of simu
tions in which we varied the column optical depth from 0 to
The aerosol was uniformly distributed to 35 km, and a realis
boundary layer forcing was used for these calculations. A ba
state representative of equinoctial conditions is also employ
It should be noted that these calculations use a fixed zonal-m
basic state while, in actuality, the basic state would be stron
influenced by increased solar heating in the dusty simulatio
We have found that the tide response is relatively unaffec
by changes in the thermal structure but is more significan
influenced by changes in the zonal-mean zonal flow.

The altitude and local time variation of equatorial temperat
for simulations with aerosol optical depths of 0, 0.5, 1, a
5 are shown in Fig. 12. The tropical temperature variation
dominated by the vertically propagating diurnal thermal tid
The phase variation with height is not dependent on the d
optical depth, nor is it sensitive to the vertical distribution
the dust (not shown). The semidiurnal temperature variatio
seen to make an increasingly prominent contribution to the t
temperature variation as the aerosol heating is increased.

Figure 13 shows the resultingT15 fields as functions of latitude
and local time. Equatorial sections ofT15 are shown in Fig. 14.
Clearly evident in the simulations is the absence of the subs
temperature maximum so prominent in the IRTM observatio
shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The 15-µm weighting function (Fig. 1)
integrates over a significant fraction of the vertical wavelength

lon-
e
the tropicalS1(T) component, leading to substantial cancellation
and a relatively small contribution toT15. The semidiurnal tide



ination of
nds

Fig. 12.
FIG. 12. Height and local time dependence of equatorial temperature as simulated by the Linear Tidal Model. The thermotidal forcing is a comb
realistic near-surface heating and heating due to aerosol with column optical depth,τ , of 0, 0.5, 1.0, and 5. The aerosol is uniformly mixed in latitude and exte
to roughly 35 km. Temperatures are in degrees K. Shading indicates regions of negative temperature deviation from the diurnal mean.

FIG. 13. SimulatedT15 plotted as a function of latitude and local time for four dust optical depths. The simulations correspond to those described for
565
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FIG. 14. Simulated equatorialT15 temperature plotted as a function of loc
time for five dust optical depth cases,τ , of 0, 0.5, 1, 2, and 5. The simulation
correspond to those described for Fig. 12.

exhibits a relatively modest phase variation with height wh
allows for a more efficient contribution to theT15 observation. At
moderate optical depths (τ >1),S2(T15) emerges as the dominan
component of the tropicalT15 signal. This pattern of behavior i
consistent with the tendency for the semidiurnal surface pres
signal,S2(p), to dominate theS1(p) signal for increasing optica
depth (Wilson and Hamilton 1996). The presence ofS2(T15) is
clearly evident in the observations during the global dust sto
periods shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 13 indicates that the extratropical temperature resp
is dominated byS1(T). The amplitude is roughly proportiona
to the layer aerosol optical depth in the vicinity of the 0.5-m
level, as the boundary-layer heating makes little contributio
T15 at these heights and latitudes.

FIG. 15. Amplitudes of the semidiurnal pressure variation,S2(p), for the
simulations shown in Figs. 12–14. The amplitudes have been normalized b
(in this case, meridionally constant) surface pressure so that the tidal amp
is expressed as a percentage of the mean surface pressure. Open circles i
typical observed values at the VL1 (22.5◦N) and VL2 (48◦N) sites during rela-

tively clear periods, and filled circles correspond to tide amplitudes at VL1 a
VL2 during the 1977b global dust storm.
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We have also examined the influence of stronger and dee
representations of the boundary-layer heating in the LTM a
found that they have very little impact on extratropical tempe
tures well away (∼8 km) from the surface. This is consistent wit
the expectation that the extratropical tide response is vertic
trapped and responds to local (in height) heating. By contrast
horizontal response is quite nonlocal and is not particularly s
sitive to horizontal variations in the thermotidal forcing. Th
vertically propagating response in the tropics is strengthe
by increased boundary-layer heating, but the phase variation
mains effectively unchanged. The effect of deep boundary la
heating, as might result from the deep penetration of convec
mixing, is evidently more than offset by the associated dynam
cooling due to the vertically propagating tide. The dynamic
sponse is able to dominate the local thermal heating due to
tendency for tide amplitude to increase with height as the
mospheric density decreases. In summary, the vertically trap
nature of the extratropical tide response and the invariance o
phase variation of the propagating tropical tide lead to the re
that theT15 response to boundary-layer heating is quite wea

Similar integrations have been carried out with differe
damping rates and vertical profiles for the Newtonian coolin
The extratropical tidal response is effectively insensitive to
thermal damping employed, as expected of vertically trapp
modes. The amplitude of the vertically propagating, tropical
urnal response does increase with increasing damping time
the pattern of variation remains virtually identical to that show
in Fig. 12. As a consequence, the amplitude of theT15 response
remains small and the phase is unchanged. The vertically p
agating semidiurnal tide is found to be relatively insensitive
the imposed thermal damping time scale due to its great vert
wavelength.

Surface Pressure Oscillations

We now consider a comparison of the simulated semidi
nal surface pressure oscillations with those calculated from
Viking Lander surface pressure record. The latitude variat
of the amplitude ofS2(p) for the five LTM simulations dis-
cussed above is shown in Fig. 15. These amplitudes have b
normalized by the diurnal-mean surface pressure to facilit
comparison with data from the Viking landers, which are al
indicated in the figure (see Wilson and Hamilton 1996). T
heating due to a dust optical depth ofτ = 5 yields a normalized
S2(p) amplitude reasonably consistent with the highest valu
observed during global dust storms (about 4% at the VL1 sit
22.5N, following the initiation of the 1977a and 1977b storm
and thus it represents an upper limit on dust heating in the mar
atmosphere. These simulations suggest that the Viking Lan
equinoctialS2(p) amplitudes correspond to heating due to op
cal depth between 0.5 and 1. It should be noted that the us
a larger single-scattering albedo (we usedω= 0.87) will yield
less heating and weakerS2(p) amplitudes for the same optica
nddepth. The very lowS2(p) amplitudes observed during NH sum-
mer are evidently due to interference with non-sun-synchronous
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tide modes (Wilson and Hamilton 1996) and are likely not rep
sentative of the sun-synchronous tide component which is b
modeled here. It can be seen that the stimulated range ofS2(p)
amplitudes compares well with the observed range ofS2(p) am-
plitudes for a realistic set of optical depths.

The simulatedS2(p) amplitude is fairly insensitive to the ver
tical distribution of dust. Simulations with different zonal-me
surface pressure distributions also indicate that the normal
S2(p) response is relatively insensitive to changes in topogra
and undergoes modest variations in shape with changes in
zonal-mean zonal flow. The robustness of theS2(p) response
indicates that this observations may serve as a useful cons
on column-integrated atmospheric heating. By contrast,S1(p)
is sensitive to both the vertical distribution of aerosol and
meridional variation in zonal mean topography. Our formulat
of the thermotidal forcing for both relatively clear (τ ∼ 0.5–1)
and dusty (τ ∼ 5) conditions leads to simulated semidiurnal s
face pressure oscillations consistent with the Viking Lan
pressure observations. It would be difficult to construct a s
nario with significantly enhanced thermotidal forcing and a la
atmospheric temperature response without a correspondin
crease in the amplitude ofS2(p).

MGCM Comparisons

The LTM tide results shown in Fig. 12 are in good agreem
with MGCM simulations for low to moderate dust loading. Th
top panel of Fig. 16 shows the variation of equatorial temp
ature with height and local time from the MGCM equinoct
(Ls= 355◦) simulation with moderate (τ ∼ 0.8) dust loading. A
height–latitude section ofS1(T) for this simulation is shown in
Fig. 11, and the corresponding tropicalT15 variation (with tem-
perature offset) is shown in Fig. 5. The pattern of tempera
response for stronger thermal forcing remains similar in the
models, although there are increasing differences in detai
particular, the LTM does not represent wave breaking res
ing from the development of regions of convective and/or sh
instability associated with low local Richardson numbers. T
pressure levels and local times for which these processes be
effective will vary with the strength of the thermal forcing, as h
been discussed by Zurek (1976). For example, the tempera
distribution shown on the lower right of Fig. 12 (τ = 5) is con-
vectively unstable at mid-morning above 20 km. It should ag
be noted that the basic state employed in Fig. 12 does not re
changes in thermal structure due to the increased dustines

We now discuss the two MGCM dust storm simulations
which maps ofT15 were shown in Fig. 6. The aerosol in the
calculations is deeply distributed, with optical depths of roug
3 and 5 for the 1977a and 1977b cases, respectively. The c
sections of equatorial temperature in Figs. 16b and 16c s
a largeS2(T) response, particularly for the 1977b storm sim
ulation. This temperature variation leads to significant ea
morning and early-afternoon temperature (1500 LT) maxi

with little phase variation with height. The resulting equatori
S2(T15) are consistent with those for the LTM simulations show
PERATURES: VIKING IRTM 567
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FIG. 16. MGCM simulations of the height and local time variation
equatorial temperature for (a) equinox (Ls= 355◦), (b) the 1977a global dus
storm, and (c) the 1977b global dust storm. These sections all correspo
180◦W longitude.

in Fig. 14. The MGCM dust storm simulations have semidi
nal surface pressure oscillations at the two Viking Lander s
that are comparable in amplitude and phase with the obse
tions and the LTM results. This agreement inS2(p) and the close
correspondence between the observed and simulatedT15 temper-
ature variations in the summer (southern) hemisphere (Fig

al
n
suggests that the thermotidal forcing due to aerosol has been
reasonably well approximated in these dust storm simulations.
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The effects of zonal-mean zonal wind and meridional (a
vertical) variations of the zonal-mean temperature have b
considered using zonal-mean fields obtained from MGCM
tegrations. As noted previously, the asymmetric MGCM t
response in Fig. 11 is due to the presence of relatively stro
westerlies in the northern hemisphere, as has been confi
with LTM simulations using zonal-mean wind fields obtain
from MGCM simulations. A similar asymmetry in the tidal r
sponse is evident in Fig. 16 of Wilson and Hamilton (199
from an MGCM simulation for relatively clear solstitial cond
tions. We have also examined the LTM temperature respons
zonal-mean conditions corresponding to the 1977a and 19
global dust storms. A comparison of the LTM and MGCM d
storm simulations (not shown) indicates good agreement
tween the two models. Significantly, the pronounced amp
cation and poleward displacement of theS1(T15) maximum in
the 1977a storm simulation relative to the 1977b solstice st
(Fig. 6) is evidently due to meridional gradients in the zo
mean wind (vorticity gradient) and is not predicted by clas
cal tidal theory (Leovy and Zurek 1979), which is based on
assumption of a resting atmosphere.

Additional Calculations and Summary

The LTM calculations discussed above assumed unifor
mixed dust, so we have considered a number of alternative
ing scenarios. These have included heating distributed pred
inantly at the altitude of peakT15 sensitivity, aerosol heatin
concentrated within the latitude range of the subsolar po
enhanced heating designed to simulate non-phase-shifted
fluxes from the surface, and simulations designed to investi
the effect of a shift in phase of the convective heating with hei
These variations generally had little effect on the qualitative
ture of the tropical response. For sufficiently strong thermot
forcing, the semidiurnal tide emerged as the dominant com
nent of theT15 response, with temperature maxima consiste
locked at roughly 0300 and 1500 LT. It was not possible
construct a plausible situation that yielded a large-amplit
tropical midday temperature maximum. It is important to e
phasize that the observed tropical midday peak in IRTMT15

is such a consistent feature, present over a significant fra
of the martian year, that it is unreasonable to appeal to hi
unusual dust distributions, idealized heating configurations
circulation patterns that are unlikely to be sustained for any
preciable period. Indeed, the large variations in diurnal-m
tropical T15 over the Viking mission (Fig. 2) clearly reflect
range of dust loading conditions. It is also evident that any
a wide range of boundary-layer heating descriptions are un
to account for either the magnitude or the phase of the obse
T15 variation. We conclude that the observed tropical diur
variation inT15 during relatively clear periods is markedly in
consistent with the expected diurnal temperature variation o

atmospheric column averaged by thenominal15-µm vertical
weighting function.
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4. REASSESSMENT OF THE IRTM 15-µm
BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURES

The strongly correlated diurnal variation of IRTMT15 andT20

discussed in Section 2 and the robust absence of a midday
perature maximum in simulatedT15 (Section 3) together sugge
that the IRTM 15-µm channel may have been more sensitive
surface radiance than indicated by the vertical weighting fu
tion associated with the nominal spectral response function.
IRTM instrument included a thermopile detector with a flat
sponse from 3 to 30µm, so that any stray radiation passed
the 15-µm channel multilayer interference filter would have r
sulted in contamination of the resultingT15 determination. We
propose that the existence of a spectral leak in the 15-µm filter
provides a simple and consistent explanation for the appa
presence of a significant surface temperature signal in theT15

data.

The Spectral Leak Hypothesis

In this section we examine the sensitivity ofT15 to variations
in the filter spectral response function. We created a set of
filters by making different assumptions about the transmiss
in the vicinity of, and beyond the limits of, the passband of
nominal instrument filter. For any filter, we may calculate the
tal upwelling radiance associated with a specified vertical pro
of surface and atmospheric temperature using high-resolu
frequency-resolved transmittances derived from a line-by-
radiation code. This procedure allows us to compare the diu
variation of syntheticT15 with the observed diurnal variation.

We illustrate the consequences of a spectral leak at w
lengths well removed from the 15-µm CO2 absorption band by
using the two trial spectral response functions (A and B) sho
in Fig. 17. The Mars CO2 atmosphere is effectively transpare
to radiation in the leakage ranges shown, so that the dete
would see surface radiance with little attenuation. The resul
vertical weighting functions are little changed from that of t
nominal instrument but for the development of a small but fin

FIG. 17. The nominal IRTM spectral response function with trial filt

leak region A (solid black) and filter leak region B (dashed line). The complete
nominal IRTM spectral response is shown in Fig. 1 (top).
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MARS ATMOSPHERIC TEM

FIG. 18. A comparison of IRTM and syntheticT15 equatorial temperatures
The syntheticT15 temperatures are calculated from an MGCM simulation us
the nominal and spectral leak instrument response functions shown in Fig
The MGCM temperatures have been offset downward by 3 K for better dis

amplitude tail extending to relatively high pressures. The in
grated effect of this tail provides a significant contribution fro
surface radiance while allowing little change in the contribut
from the boundary layer. The observed lack of sensitivity
IRTM T15 to topographic elevations less than 13 km sugg
that pressure-dependent contributions from boundary-laye
diance are insignificant relative to the surface in contributin
the midday temperature maximum.

We calculated syntheticT15 for each filter using atmospher
and surface temperatures from the MGCM simulation descr
in Section 3, corresponding toLs= 355◦. The diurnal variation
of equatorial temperature for this simulation is shown in Fig. 1
The MGCM yields surface temperatures in very close agreem
with IRTM T20. The comparison of the diurnal variation of sy
theticT15 with the IRTM data is shown in Fig. 18. The synthe
T15 corresponding to leaky filters A and B closely agree w
the IRTM data while the nominal filter yields a fairly mode
diurnal variation with an early morning maximum, as discus
in Section 3. There is some sensitivity to the assumed loca
of the spectral leak. For example, the decrease in simulateT15

away from the midday peak is somewhat more rapid for fi
B as a consequence of the increased temperature depende
the Planck function at the shorter wavelengths (11.8–13.3µm).

We have also considered spectral response functions tha
somewhat broader than the nominal response. These
weighting functions that give increased weight to radiance fr
both the surface and the lower scale height of atmosphere
consequence of the finite atmospheric opacity at wavelen
in the vicinity of the edges of the nominal filter passband.
expected, these filters yield syntheticT15 with higher night tem-

peratures and a less distinct midday maximum than the filt
considered in Fig. 17. Moreover, these filters result in synthe
PERATURES: VIKING IRTM 569
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T15 variations that are correlated with topography which is
supported by the data, as discussed in Section 2. The lack o
sitivity of IRTM T15 to topographic variations less than 13 k
indicates that the majority of the spectral leak region is w
removed from the 15-µm CO2 absorption feature.

We have carried out his comparison procedure for other
sons as well, using temperatures from MGCM simulations
propriate for the corresponding season and dust loading. W
the specification of the spectral leak is not unique, we do find
a fixed choice of filter with the leak sufficiently distinct fro
the 15-µm CO2 band does provide a simple and consistent
scription of the observed IRTMT15 diurnal tropical temperatur
variation for all seasons.

Extracting Air Temperatures from the IRTM T15 Data

The preceding results suggest that we may estimate the
ance within the nominal filter spectral range,R15, as the differ-
ence betweenRirtm, the observed IRTM radiance, andRsurf, the
radiance within the leak region. We attributeRsurf solely to the
surface as the boundary layer evidently makes only a neg
ble contribution. The output from the IRTM thermopile detec
was calibrated in the laboratory using black-body sources
a range of temperatures (Chaseet al. 1978) so that the filte
leak would have been implicity incorporated in the convers
of black-body temperature of radiance. Our calculations in
cate that the effect of a spectral leak has negligible impac
the temperature–radiance dependence beyond a simple r
ing. Hence, for a given choice of filter leak scenario, we c
calculateRirtm from the IRTM T15 data. We chose to represe
Rsurf by using the observedT20 temperatures in the Planck fun
tion integrated over the spectral leakage range correspon
to filter B. The resulting radiance,R15, is then converted bac
to an equivalentT15 temperature. This scheme returns the c
rect black-body temperature if the ground and air tempera
are the same, and it is consistent with the laboratory calibra
procedure.

It should be noted that the majority of the IRTM time-o
day coverage is provided by data from the Viking 1 Orbi
(VO1). The time-of-day coverage available from VO2 is insu
cient to adequately establish the diurnal cycle at any point in
Mars year, and the limited longitudinal coverage precludes
construction of representative zonal averages. There is, th
fore, insufficient VO2 data to provide an independent correc
procedure for that instrument. The available VO2 temperat
are, however, consistent with those of VO1, so that a comp
ble spectral leak description of the 15-µm channel is evidently
justified.

Of course, dust aerosol and water ice clouds could have s
influence on the transmission and re-radiation of surface e
sion in the spectral leak region, depending on the exact w
lengths involved. For example, the 11- to 13-µm range is sen
sitive to the presence of water ice clouds (Curranet al. 1973),

ers
tic
which appear to be particularly widespread during NH spring
and summer (Clancyet al. 1996, Christensen 1998). Typical
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FIG. 19. Reprocessed IRTMT15 plotted as a function of latitude and local time for (a)Ls= 350◦–360◦ and (b)Ls= 30◦–40◦. Bottom panels show corresponding
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simulatedT15 temperatures. Solid contour lines are in units of 10 K.

middayT20–T11 differences of 2–4 K have been observed d
ing this season so that our use ofT20 as the surface temperatu
would result in a modest overestimation of the correction
IRTM T15 when clouds are present. This could contribute s
tial and temporal biases in the reprocessed temperatures c
sponding to the variability of water ice clouds. We do, howev
expect such effects to be relatively small. Similar considerati
potentially apply in the presence of dust aerosol. In this caseT20

and, to a greater degree,T9 can be distinctly less thanT7, which
is least affected by dust or water ice clouds. The uncertaint
this case is of relatively little consequence since the tempera
correction for surface radiance is smallest for dusty conditio

Results of Reprocessing

Comparisons of reprocessed IRTM and MGCMT15 temper-
atures are shown in Fig. 19 forLs= 350◦–360◦ andLs= 30◦–

40◦. The reprocessed IRTMT15 temperatures may also be con
trasted with the original IRTM data shown in Fig. 4. The remov
r-

of
a-
rre-
r,
ns

in
ure
s.

of the hypothesized surface temperature contribution from
IRTM data allows the underlying atmospheric diurnal tempe
ture variation to be revealed. In particular, the clear separatio
phase between the tropical and midlatitude tidal response in q
evident in the reprocessed data for theLs= 350◦–360◦ period,
in good agreement with the MGCM simulation and the expec
tions of tidal theory. The location of theT15 temperature maxima
agree fairly well with the MGCM simulation and with tide mod
predictions for moderate dust optical depths. A comparison
shown) of reprocessed IRTM and simulatedT15 temperatures
for Ls= 180◦–190◦ (autumnal equinox) yields similarly goo
agreement, with a temperature pattern again showing a c
distinction between the tropical and extratropical tide respon

The reprocessed IRTMT15 temperatures forLs= 30◦–40◦

(Fig. 19) indicate a cooler atmosphere with evidently less d
nal variation than for theLs= 350◦–360◦ period. TheT15 tem-

◦ ◦
-
al
peratures forLs= 30 –40 are typical of the IRTM tempera-
tures throughout the NH spring season except at high northern
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FIG. 20. IRTM (left column) and Mariner 9 IRIS (center column)T temperatures as a function of latitude and local time forL = 290◦–350◦ in increments
15 s

of 10◦. Reprocessed IRTM temperatures are shown in the right column. Note the change in the color scale for the bottom three rows. Contour intervals are 5 K.
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latitudes, where there is a steady warming as the season
gresses toward solstice. The relatively small diurnal and lat
dinal temperature variation at tropical and middle latitudes in
spring season suggests a combination of rather low dust opac
and/or a relatively shallow dust distribution. The column opac
at the Viking Lander 1 site declined from 0.8 to roughly 0.6
theLs= 360◦–40◦ period (Colburnet al.1989). This decline, in
itself, does not fully explain the decrease inT15 tide amplitudes.
Moreover, the amplitude ofS2(p) at the VL1 site (Wilson and
Hamilton 1996) remained constant during this period, sugg
ing that there was little variation in column-integrated thermo
dal forcing. The diurnal temperature response at extratrop
latitudes is vertically trapped and tends to reflect the vert
distribution of heating. We suggest that the reduction in the
urnal T15 variation is an indication that the height of the lay
of significant aerosol heating fell below 25 km (0.5 mb) duri
this period.

During dusty periods, the enhanced emission from the
atively warm atmosphere is apparently sufficient to domin
surface emission so that the observed IRTMT15 temperatures
are rather less subject to surface radiance bias. At the peak o
1977b dust storm, surface temperatures were suppressed d
the heavy dust loading, and the correction to the IRTMT15 tem-
peratures for theLs= 280◦–290◦ period (Fig. 6b) is negligible.
The maximum surface temperatures during theLs= 220◦–225◦

period following the 1977a dust storm were in excess of 260 K
the southern subtropics and lead to modest changes in the IR
T15 pattern shown in Fig. 6a. The qualitative change in the pat
is small, however, with the main consequence being a shif
the equatorial temperature maximum from∼1400 to∼1500 LT.
This results in closer agreement with the MGCM simulation a
is consistent with the dominant presence ofS2(T15) as discussed
in Section 3.

We have carried out this correction procedure for other s
sons as well, using temperatures from MGCM simulations
propriate for the corresponding season and dust loading. In
cases, the diurnal variation of the reprocessed temperatur
in good agreement with that in the corresponding MGCM si
ulation. A detailed comparison of an MGCM simulation of th
1977 dust storm season with the Viking data is discusse
Part II of this study. It is significant that the reprocessing e
ables close agreement between the observed and simulateT15

to be obtained following each of the two global dust storm
while simultaneously matching the rise and decay of the sem
iurnal surface pressure variation (which provides a measur
the thermal forcing). The simulatedT15 fields in Figs. 6 and 19
were extracted from dusty and clear periods of this simulati

5. COMPARISON BETWEEN IRTM AND
IRIS T15 TEMPERATURES

In addition to the IRTMT15 observations, orbiter-based in

frared measurements of martian atmospheric temperatures
available from the Mariner 9 IRIS data set. This data set cons
ICHARDSON
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of over 21000 thermal emission spectra which provided con
uous observations of Mars during the primary mission cov
ing the periodLs= 293◦–352◦ in 1971–1972. AfterLs= 352◦,
only an additional 64 spectra were recorded through NH su
mer (Ls= 97◦). The spectral data were obtained in the ran
200 to 2000 cm−1 (5–50µm) with 2.4 cm−1 resolution (Hanel
et al. 1972a) enabling us to synthesize an equivalent set ofT15

andT20 observations (hereafter IRIST15 andT20) by convolv-
ing the IRIS data with the corresponding IRTM filter respon
functions. This procedure allows for a direct comparison of IR
and IRTM results. As with the IRTM data, we have restrict
our attention to spectra with emission angles less than 60◦.

Mariner 9 arrived at Mars well after the onset (Ls= 264◦) of
the global dust storm that is regarded as the most extensive s
on record (Martin and Zurek 1993). The atmosphere was
very dusty during the early part of the primary mission, as w
evident in the visual observations and the elevated temperat
By Ls= 319◦ the dust began to dissipate, and the clearing w
well advanced byLs= 340◦. This behavior is well illustrated
in the evolution of subtropical IRIS temperatures as presen
by Conrath (1975). Figure 20 shows a comparison of IRIS a
IRTM T15 temperatures fromLs= 290◦ to Ls= 350◦ in incre-
ments of 10◦ of areocentric longitude. The reprocessed IRT
temperatures are also shown. The similarity of temperature
terns throughLs= 310◦ suggests comparable atmospheric he
ing due to aerosol. Both data sets suggest late-afternoon tem
ature maxima at high southern latitudes and distinct tempera
minima occurring in the tropics at 0400–0600 LT. The role
aerosol heating in forcing the extratropical tide evident in
IRIS data has been discussed by Pirraglia and Conrath (1
and Leovy and Zurek (1979). Although the data coverage du
the Mariner 9 mission is rather sparse, the available data are
inconsistent with the presence of a semidiurnal temperature v
ation in the tropics. Again, the MGCM simulation of the 1977
global dust storm (Fig. 6) provides context for comparing t
IRTM and IRIST15 temperature patterns. Afternoon IRIS trop
cal temperatures (1500–1500 LT) remain warmer than morn
temperatures (∼0600 LT) for much of the late NH winter pe
riod (Ls= 290◦–340◦), which is consistent with the presence
a non-negligible (but decaying) semidiurnal tide (see Fig. 1
The rather incomplete time-of-day IRIS coverage clearly ma
the data interpretation somewhat uncertain and highlights
utility of the tidal modeling discussed in Section 3.

Significantly, there is an increasing divergence in the patt
of diurnal tropical temperature variation as the season progre
toward spring and the atmospheric temperatures decline. Di
ence maps (not shown) indicate the emergence of the sur
temperature bias in the IRTM data with the difference risi
to over 10 K at the edge of overlapping coverage neares
equatorial noon. The IRIS data forLs= 320◦–350◦ consistently
indicate a relatively flat tropical temperature variation with l
cal time in the mid-afternoon hours, in contrast to the mark

are

ists
decrease in temperature away from local noon in the IRTM data
set. The IRIS temperatures suggest the presence of two late
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MARS ATMOSPHERIC TEM

afternoon extratropical temperature maxima, which agrees
the simulated patterns in Fig. 19 and with the reprocessed IR
temperatures.

Santee and Crisp (1993) used IRIS spectra to simultaneo
retrieve temperature profiles and dust optical depth for
Ls= 343◦–348◦ period. Santee and Crisp show a latitude vs
cal time presentation of the retrieved temperatures at the 0.
level which generally agrees with the IRIST15 temperatures
presented here. It should be noted, however, that the conto
Figs. 11 and 12d of Santee and Crisp (1993) have been exte
into regions with poor or no data coverage. For example,
indicated closing off of the late-afternoon 0.5-mb tempera
contours in the southern extratropics is a consequence o
technique used to extrapolate the data.

Haberleet al. (1993) compared a 1400 LT, 0200 LT diffe
ence height–latitude section from the NASA Ames Mars G
with that derived by Santee and Crisp (1993). The Ames MG
results (Fig. 17 in Haberleet al.) indicate the presence of a ve
tically propagating thermal tide in the tropics, with the 0.5-
temperature maximum occurring at∼0200 as expected from th
results in this paper. By contrast, Fig. 12c in Santee and C
(Fig. 17 in Haberleet al.) indicates that afternoon (1400 LT
temperatures are warmer than the morning (0200 LT) temp
tures at all heights. Our examination of the IRIS data shows
the plotted 0200 LT tropical temperatures were based on s
tra with emission angles greater than 60◦. These spectra yielde
anomalously coldT20 andT15 temperatures with very marked d
pendence on emission angle, strongly indicating that these
may not reliably represent surface and 0.5-mb temperature
a consequence, it would appear that there are no reliable m
ing data for the tropics with which to construct such a figu
We suggest that the negative meridional temperature gradie
tropical latitudes in the 0200 LT figure (Fig. 12b of Santee
Crisp 1993) is an artifact of the erroneous data correspon
to high emission angles. We conclude that the IRIS data ar
inconsistent with the diurnal temperature variations sugge
by tide modeling. This discussion highlights the need for c
when interpreting spacecraft data.

It is of interest to extend this comparison through the
course of the Mariner 9 mission. As noted above, this is made
ficult by the very sparse IRIS coverage afterLs= 352◦. The IRIS
tropical temperatures forLs= 4◦ show a continued cooling a
the season progresses into spring, and, at∼178 K, they are com
parable (within 3 K) to corresponding IRTM morning tempe
tures. The midday IRTM temperatures, however, exceed 19
so that this difference (>10 K) is consistent with the emergin
midday differences noted during late winter. A comparison
the IRIS and IRTMT15 temperatures for theLs= 42◦–55◦ period
has been presented and discussed by Richardson (1998). A
there is very close agreement between IRTM and IRIS ob
vations (∼168 K) for latitudes and local times well remov
from tropical noon. The largest differences (∼10 K) occur for

the tropical temperatures closet to noon (0930–0945), as
been shown in a point-by-point comparison given in Table
PERATURES: VIKING IRTM 573
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of Richardson (1998). These differences are consistent with
proposed surface temperature bias in the IRTM data, and
reprocessing of IRTMT15 removes these differences.

Finally, we consider the comparison of IRTM and IRIS tem
peratures forLs= 95◦–98◦. In particular, the three IRIST15 ob-
servations (167 K) around 0600 LT at 19◦–22◦N are within a
degree or two of corresponding (in latitude, local time, and l
gitude) IRTM T15 observations. By contrast, there is again
roughly 10-K difference in IRTM and IRIST15 (180 K vs 170 K)
temperatures for the observations at 1600 LT, as was note
Kieffer et al. (1976a). This is comparable to the difference b
tween IRTM and simulatedT15 at this local time, as indicated in
Fig. 5.

Apart from differences in the behavior of temperatures n
the subsolar point, the decline in temperature during the en
dust storm decay period is quite similar during the Marine
and Viking missions. The pattern of increasing temperature
ferences in the vicinity of tropical midday is consistent w
our suggestion of a surface temperature bias in the IRTM d
The close correspondence between IRIS and reprocessed I
temperatures evidently extends into the following spring s
son, so we conclude that differences between IRIS and IR
temperatures are largely attributable to the filter leak.

Mars Global Surveyor TES Results

Currently available temperature retrievals from the MGS T
instrument (orbits 20–36,Ls= 198◦–208◦) indicate temperature
variability consistent with the simulated thermal tides and sh
no evidence for the presence of a midday tropical tempera
maximum. The coverage in local time in the tropics, howev
is limited to morning and to late afternoon. In the future, TE
results will likely to be more useful in this regard as the orbi
eases into a 0200/1400 LT mapping orbit. We anticipate
synthesizedT15 TES observations will indicate tropical 0200 L
temperatures comparable to, if not slightly higher than, 1400
temperatures for low-dust conditions when the semidiurnal
contribution is not significant.

6. MARS CLIMATE

A significant result of our identification of a surface rad
ance bias in the IRTMT15 data is an improved definition of th
seasonal cycle of martian atmosphere temperatures durin
Viking mission. In this section we present revised IRTM temp
atures and make comparisons with other temperature obs
tions. The revised data are found to have important implicati
for our understanding of interannual climate variability.

The latitudinal and seasonal distribution of the reproces
diurnally averaged IRTMT15 temperatures is shown in Fig. 21
which may be contrasted with the originalT15 data shown in
Fig. 2. Again, it should be noted that the available data have s
ply been zonally averaged so that the diurnal average is po

has
1
represented in some instances due to limited diurnal coverage.
For example, diurnally averaged tropical temperatures for the
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FIG. 21. Latitudinal and seasonal distribution of reprocessed IRTMT15 temperature. Solid contour lines are in units of 10 K. The temperatures represent
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period following the 1977b global dust storm have a cold bias
to the pattern of the local time coverage which emphasizes
cold phases of the semidiurnal temperature variation (see Fi
A comparison of “diurnally averaged” temperatures compu
from the MGCM 1977b dust storm simulation (Fig. 6) usi
the full and observed local time coverage suggests that the
ical temperatures in Fig. 21 are 4 to 8 K colder than the “true”
diurnal average. Similarly, the estimate of the diurnal aver
tropical temperature following the 1977a dust storm has a w
bias as suggested by Fig. 6. The diurnal variation of corre
T15 is relatively less in non-dusty seasons so that the estim
of the diurnal average should be less sensitive to limited d
nal sampling. By contrast, the estimates of diurnally avera
uncorrected IRTMT15 temperatures (Fig. 2) during NH sprin
and summer have a warm bias due to disproportionate mid
coverage (see Fig. 4) when the surface temperature effe
most prominent. We anticipate that, in general, guidance f
MGCM simulations will allow for an improved accounting o
limited diurnal coverage in formulating diurnal average temp
atures.

The reprocessedT15 in Fig. 21 tend to be somewhat cool
than the original data in Fig. 2, particularly during the NH spr
and summer seasons when the contrast between atmosphe
surface temperatures is greatest. The revised temperature
∼10 K cooler at northern midlatitudes as a consequence o

strong surface temperature bias near the subsolar point. T
is also a more pronounced cooling of equatorial and south
ue
the
. 6).
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hemisphere temperatures during the decaying phase of the 1
dust storm.

There is a significant qualitative change in the latitudin
structure of the diurnal average temperatures as a result o
reprocessing. The original IRTMT15 temperatures (Fig. 2) in-
dicate a distinct cross-equatorial temperature gradient du
the NH spring and summer solstice seasons as the temper
maximum tends to migrate with the subsolar latitude. By co
trast, the revisedT15 temperatures (Fig. 21) show a relative
symmetric meridional distribution in the vicinity of the equ
tor throughout the annual cycle. This result is consistent w
MGCM simulations of zonal-mean temperatures (Haberleet al.
1993, Wilson and Hamilton 1996, Wilson 1997). Recent MG
TES (Conrathet al. 2000) temperature observations also in
cate this symmetry. A latitude–height cross section of retrie
IRIS temperatures for theLs= 42◦–55◦ period (Leovy 1982)
indicates a flat meridional temperature variation throughout
tropical and middle latitudes above 2 mb. The IRIS 0.5-mb a
T15 temperatures are∼168 K, in reasonable agreement wi
Fig. 19. The corrected IRTMT15 temperatures corresponding t
theT15 andT20 observations shown in Fig. 9 (Ls= 53◦, 1130 LT)
are uniform with latitude over the range 30◦S to 30◦N.

A cross-equatorial temperature gradient well removed fr
the surface is inconsistent with dynamical considerations as
thermal wind relation provides a strong constraint on the atm
here
ern
spheric thermal structure (Schneider 1983). Thus, hemispheri-
cally asymmetric thermal forcing results in dynamical heating
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FIG. 22. Seasonal evolution of reprocessed IRTMT15 equatorial temper-
ature. The asterisks indicate estimates of equatorial temperature based o
1977b dust storm simulation in Fig. 6.

(due to adiabatic descent) in the winter hemisphere which
ances the net radiative heating in the summer hemisphere, y
ing a symmetric temperature distribution. For increasing th
mal forcing, theory (Schneider 1983) and model simulatio
(Haberleet al.1993, Wilson and Hamilton 1996, Wilson 1997
indicate a deepening relative temperature minimum at the eq
tor, as seen in Figs. 6 and 21, during dusty periods.

The revised equatorial temperatures are shown in Fig. 22.
asterisks indicate estimates of the true diurnal average equ
rial temperature based on the 1977b dust storm simulation
Fig. 6), as discussed above. The rate of decline of diurnal
erage temperature following each of the two 1977 dust sto
is comparable, and is distinctly more rapid than is indicated
the original IRTM data. The semidiurnal temperature variat
derived from reprocessedT15 data following the two dust storms
shows a rapid decline in amplitude in a manner that is consis
with the observed rapid decline inS2(p) amplitude at the VL1
site (Wilson and Hamilton 1996). As discussed in Section 5,
temperature decline following the 1977b storm is compara
to the decay of IRIS temperatures following the 1971 glob
dust storm. This would suggest that the general evolution of
aerosol distribution was rather similar following the two sols
tial dust storms. Evidently, for each case, the atmosphere cl
at a rapid rate and loses much of it memory of the global d
storm in the preceding season.

Interannual Variability of Aphelion Season Temperatures

Figures 21 and 22 suggest that there is relatively little diff
ence in temperature during the NH spring and summer sea
for the two years shown. Note that the limited data in the th
martian year is not shown due to the poor diurnal covera
Richardson (1998) showed that when IRTMT15 temperatures
for NH spring and summer are compared with consideration
local time and latitude, the observations are found to clos

correspond among all three years, suggesting there is little
terannual temperature variation in this season. This is also c
PERATURES: VIKING IRTM 575
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sistent with the finding that IRTM and IRIS temperatures
the Ls= 42◦–55◦ period are comparable. Moreover, the amp
tudes and phases of the diurnal and semidiurnal surface pre
tides at the VL1 site (Wilson and Hamilton 1996) are virtua
identical for 4 years in this season, further suggesting a hig
repeatable climate.

Earth-based microwave observations (Clancyet al. 1990,
1996) have provided a multi-year record of disk-averaged t
perature profiles of the martian atmosphere. The compariso
IRTM and microwave observations requires proper spatial a
aging of the IRTM values to account for the fact that whole-d
microwave observations primarily weight atmospheric temp
atures near the subsolar point. The 15–20 K difference resu
from comparison of 0.5-mb microwave observations and s
ably averaged IRTMT15 values during non-dust-storm period
had been interpreted as evidence for a relatively warm and d
climate during the Viking mission that preceded a shift to a coo
and clearer current climate in more recent years (Clancyet al.
1990, 1996). However, Richardson (1998) showed that simu
neous IRTMT15 and microwave observations from May 198
exhibited the same 15–20 K offset and concluded that the di
ence between the two data sets is a result of a bias in one or
of the observational systems. Significantly, the subsolar-p
temperatures are the most strongly affected by the surface
perature biasing ofT15. We find that suitably averaged, correct
T15 temperatures fall by roughly 10 K during relatively clear s
conditions, which suggests that the proposedT15 correction can
explain at least half to two-thirds of the bias. Note that it
unlikely that the remaining difference represents evidence
climate change for the same reasons discussed by Richar
(1998). Further study with MGCM simulations is underway
better understand how to compare disk-averaged observatio
spatially (and temporally) resolved model and spacecraft d
The close correspondence between MGS TES and microw
temperatures at 0.3-mb (Clancyet al.2000) supports the utility
of the microwave data, and the multi-year record of microwa
observations provides further evidence that the aphelion se
is one of little variability.

An interesting aspect of the IRTMT15 record are the abrup
temperature increases of∼10 K at Ls∼ 145◦ in 1976 and in
1978 that are evident in Figs. 21 and 22. The temperature ju
appear simultaneously at all latitudes from 40◦S to 40◦N and
occur at the season when the rapid variations in the amplitu
and phases of the diurnal and semidiurnal tides are present i
Viking Lander 1 surface pressure record (Tillman 1988, Wils
and Hamilton 1996). These “Tillman transients” are most like
a reflection of changes in the longitudinal interference patt
between the sun-synchronous thermal tides and eastw
propagating, resonantly enhanced Kelvin modes (Wilson
Hamilton 1996). MGCM simulations indicate that the VL1 tid
are particularly sensitive to variations in thermotidal forcing
this season. The temperature jumps are not accompanied b

in-
on-
nificant opacity changes (Colburnet al.1989) at either of the two
Viking Lander sites. The IR opacity determinations by Martin
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and Richardson (1993) do suggest modest opacity chang
this time; however, these estimates are partly based on the
inal T15 data and may require recalculation.

Retrieved Temperature Profiles

Viking and Pathfinder lander entry acceleration measurem
(Sieff and Kirk 1977, Schofieldet al.1997) and Viking orbiter
radio occultation data (Lindalet al.1979) have yielded instan
taneous temperature profiles with relatively high vertical re
lution. We now consider the comparison of these profiles w
the reprocessed IRTM temperatures. The limited Viking m
sion radio occultation data appear to agree with the reproce
IRTM data. Specifically, three temperature profiles acquired d
ing the second Viking year (Lindalet al.1979) aroundLs= 75◦

at 1600 LT in the vicinity of the VL1 site show air tempera
tures falling more rapidly with altitude than either of the tw
Lander entry profiles, decreasing to∼170 K at 20 km. By con-
trast, IRTMT15 observations for the corresponding season,
cation, and local time consistently indicateT15 temperatures of
∼180 K while the corrected IRTM temperatures are∼166 K,
which is roughly consistent with the occultation measureme
These temperatures are comparable to the Mariner 9 IRIS
peratures (∼168 K) for theLs= 42◦–55◦ andLs= 98◦ periods.

The Mars Pathfinder entry temperature profile (Schofieldet al.
1997) atLs= 142◦ corresponds to aT15 temperature of∼183 K,
which is in rough agreement with IRTM temperatures for la
NH summer. Recall that IRTM temperatures show a rapid 1
increase around this season (Ls= 140◦–150◦) in each of two
years for which there is IRTM data (Fig. 22). The local time
entry (0330 LT) was such that the IRTMT15 would be largely
unaffected by surface emission.

IRTM T15 temperatures in the vicinity of VL1 (22◦N at
1613 LT) range from 175 to 180 K and are in reasonable co
spondence with the effectiveT15 value of 183 K derived from the
VL1 entry profile. Similarly, IRTM temperatures in the vicin
ity of VL2 (48◦N at 0906 LT) range from 173 to 182 K, in
rough agreement with the VL2T15 estimate of 183 K. Pre-dawn
(0600 LT) IRTM T15 air temperatures were 165–172 K at bo
lander sites. The entry latitudes and local times are such
the surface emission signal (e.g., Fig. 5) brings the correc
IRTM T15 down by∼10 K relative to these entry profiles. Ther
is no clear indication of either sol-to-sol or interannual variab
ity in this season for the two years for which data is availa
which might explain this difference. This inconsistency betwe
the reprocessed IRTMT15 temperatures and the two Viking en
try profiles represents the only discrepancy between the re
cessed data and any other data set or theoretical model. This
will require further investigation into the representativeness
single-column observations.

Water-Ice Clouds
The downward revision of Viking-period 0.5-mb tempera
tures for NH spring and summer implies a lower atmosphe
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water vapor saturation level than had been indicated by the m
sured IRTM temperatures. The potential significance of a lo
saturation level has been discussed by Clancyet al.(1996) in the
context of the relatively cooler microwave temperatures. Hub
Space Telescope images (Clancyet al.1996, Jameset al.1996),
the analysis of IRTMT11 andT20 data (Tamppariet al. 2000,
Toigo and Richardson 2000), and the analysis of MGS TES s
tra (Pearlet al.1999) have suggested that an extensive trop
water ice cloud belt may be a prominent feature of the mar
atmosphere during the aphelion season. Based on a compa
of IRTM T11 and convolved IRIS spectra, Christensen (19
has suggested that water-ice hazes of similar optical depth
have occurred in this season during the Mariner 9 and Vik
missions. This would be consistent with little interannual va
ability in atmospheric temperatures in this season.

The tide results presented in this paper have implications
the formation of water-ice clouds which may be sensitive
the diurnal variation in atmospheric temperature (e.g., Colb
et al.1989, Michelangeliet al.1993). At tropical latitudes, the
variation in height of the phasing of the temperature maxim
will affect the diurnal cycle of cloud growth and decay. For e
ample, a tendency for tropical clouds to dissipate in late m
ing (Colburnet al. 1989) might suggest that they are formi
at relatively low altitudes, which would be consistent with t
lower temperatures implied by our revision of IRTM tempe
tures, and with the results of Clancyet al. (1996). Figure 16a
indicates that a transition from maximum temperatures at m
day to morning hours may occur at at∼1–2 mb (∼15 km). At
extratropical latitudes, the maximum temperatures occur du
afternoon at all pressure levels; however, for relatively clear c
ditions, the diurnal temperature variation is fairly small (mu
smaller than indicated by the uncorrected IRTM observati
and consequently, there may be little diurnal variation in clou
ness, depending on the height of formation. Of course, gro
fogs would be expected to show a pronounced diurnal cy
We speculate that the temperature jumps in Fig. 21 may i
cate a discrete increase in the depth of the layer of dust he
associated with a seasonally dependent dust/water ice int
tion (Rodinet al.1999). Further analysis of IRTMT11 andT20

data (Tamppariet al.2000) and MGS TES spectra may offer i
sight into the presence and behavior of water-ice clouds in
season.

7. SUMMARY

This study began as a project to compare the simulatio
thermal tides in the GFDL Mars GCM with those present
the IRTM T15 data set. We found that for the particularly dus
periods corresponding to the two 1977 global dust storms
pattern of variation in latitude and local time of simulatedT15 is
very consistent with the IRTMT15 data. By contrast, simulation
employing weak to moderate dust column opacities consiste

-
ric
yield a tropicalT15 diurnal variation significantly in disagree-
ment with the much stronger diurnal variation indicated by the
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MARS ATMOSPHERIC TEM

IRTM observations during relatively clear periods. The obser
diurnal and longitudinalT15 variations are closely correlate
with surface temperature variations, suggesting the possib
that the IRTMT15 temperatures were biased by surface em
sion. A wide range of calculations with a Linear Tidal Mod
were carried out to demonstrate that the observed strong m
T15 maximum is robustly inconsistent with the expected atm
spheric response to any reasonable diurnal forcing. Rathe
propose that the disagreement between MGCM tidal results
IRTM T15 data is most plausibly accounted for by the prese
of a leak in the 15-µm channel filter which allowed surface rad
ation to contaminate the measured radiances. The examin
of IRTM T15 and surface temperatures as a function of sur
elevation suggests that the leak lies at wavelengths largely
fected by CO2 absorption, which allows for a relatively simp
procedure for removing the surface influence from the obse
radiances. While variations in surface emissivity, atmosph
aerosol, and water-ice opacity effects can introduce errors
the correction process, such errors will likely be small rela
to both the magnitude of the correction near the subsolar p
(∼15 K) and the inherent variability of theT15 data.

An important result of the identification of the surface temp
ature bias is that good agreement between MGCM simula
and the IRTM data can be achieved. We also found that MG
simulations were additionally consistent with the Viking Lan
semidiurnal surface pressure observations, which may ser
an independent constraint on globally integrated aerosol he
(Leovy and Zurek 1979). This result provides increased co
dence in the fidelity of the representation of the Mars atmosp
by general circulation models. The MGCM simulations dem
strate the potential for extrapolating temperature observa
and in doing so, providing insight into the underlying circu
tion and dynamics.

A major consequence of this work is the improved definit
of the diurnal, latitudinal, and seasonal variation of atmosp
temperatures during the Viking mission. The surface bias is m
pronounced during relatively clear periods (Ls= 320◦–180◦)
so that corrected tropical middayT15 temperatures are as much
15 K colder than previously indicated. The revised global m
temperatures in the aphelion season (centered aboutLs∼ 70◦)
are now roughly comparable to those indicated by the Marin
IRIS observations and ground-based microwave profi
(Clancyet al.1996). This general agreement is consistent w
the finding that 3 years of IRTM temperatures provide no
idence for interannual temperature variability in this sea
(Richardson 1998). The similarity of 4 years of VL1 surfa
pressure tidal oscillations (Wilson and Hamilton 1996) furt
supports this suggestion.

Our comparison of IRIS and IRTMT15 temperatures indicate
that there is a comparable decay in atmospheric temperature
lowing the solstitial global dust storms of 1971 and 1977. E
dently the atmosphere clears at a rapid rate and loses mem

the dust storms in the previous season. The revised tempera
and thermal tides indicate a relatively cold atmosphere dur
PERATURES: VIKING IRTM 577
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the aphelion season that, at least at the 0.5-mb level, is als
idently relatively clear. It may be that the dust distribution
vertically confined, perhaps by the radiative/dynamical effe
of water ice condensation occurring at relatively low altitud
due to cool temperatures (Rodinet al.1999). The two years o
IRTM observations suggest a rapid transition from the aphe
season temperatures. Further observations and analysis w
required before a completely consistent picture of the beha
of martian mid-level air temperatures emerges. It is anticipa
that MGCMs will play an important role in synthesizing th
current and upcoming stream of spacecraft data.

APPENDIX: CLASSICAL TIDAL THEORY

Tidal oscillations are global-scale inertia-gravity waves whose ability to pr
agate vertically depends on whether the forcing frequency,σ , is larger than the
effective Coriolis frequency,feff( f = 2Ä sinφ, whereÄ is the planetary rota-
tion rate andφ is the latitude). For the diurnal components in an atmosph
at rest, the transition from vertically propagating behavior to vertically trap
behavior takes place atφeff= 30◦ latitude. For semidiurnal forcing,σ is greater
than f at all latitudes so that the semidiurnal tides are vertically propaga
everywhere. Vertically trapped modes are localized in the immediate regio
thermal forcing, whereas the amplitude of a propagating mode can grow
height away from the level of forcing. This latter behavior is a consequenc
conservation of energy in an atmosphere where density decreases with h
High-frequency oscillations (motions faster than the local pendulum day)
characterized by divergent, cross-isobaric flow while lower frequency osc
tions tend to be quasi-nondivergent, with flow roughly parallel to the isobar
that the motion is quasi-geostrophic. The longer forcing periods provide s
cient time for geostrophic balance to be established, and the resulting ve
motion is relatively weak. The development of vertical velocity provides
atmosphere with a means to balance thermal forcing by adiabatic heati
cooling, an effect that need not be confined to the region of forcing. Hence
dynamic response of the atmosphere can cause temperatures at a give
to deviate substantially from what would be expected on the basis of radi
effects alone.

In the case of an atmosphere at rest, the horizontal structure of these in
gravity waves is described by the Laplace tidal equation with the well-kno
Hough function solutions (e.g., Chapman and Lindzen 1970). Each Hough f
tion solution may be identified with a vertical structure function. The atmosph
response is determined by the projection of the thermotidal forcing onto t
modes. For diurnal forcing, the Hough functions cluster into two groups,
scribing modes that are relatively confined to tropical latitudes (φeff< 30◦) and
modes that tend to be confined to extratropical and polar latitudes. The mod
the former set are vertically propagating while the latter are vertically trap
The meridionally broadest equatorial mode has a vertical wavelength of rou
33 km, while higher meridional modes have shorter vertical wavelengths.

The meridionally broadest semidiurnal Hough function, which most clos
matches the latitude distribution of any reasonable thermotidal forcing, h
vertical wavelength of roughly 200 km. The broad meridional scale and d
vertical structure of this semidiurnal tidal mode allows the semidiurnal sur
pressure oscillation,S2(p), to respond efficiently to aerosol heating. This pro
erty is the basis for the close relationship between globally averaged ae
optical depth and the amplitude ofS2(p) indicated by the Viking Lander 1
surface pressure record (Zurek and Leovy 1981).
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